Year 6 Remote Learning Daily Plan – Day 37 - Friday 5th March
Masked
 The last 3 readers will be posted this morning. I will also post a template for you
Reader
to fill in with who you think is behind the mask! I wonder who can get the most
right?!
 The Reveal video will be posted just after lunchtime!
English
 Start the day by looking over the spellings you have learned in previous weeks in
the spring term. Today we are going to do a quick test on some of those words.
 Task 1: Watch today’s Spelling Video on Seesaw where I will read this week’s
spellings. Remember – all these are words you have learned this term!
 Task 2: This week, we have come across a swallow in our Reading lesson, and a
linnet in our Writing lesson. In our Spelling lesson, can you identify the 20 birds
on the sheet I have uploaded to Seesaw (page 2 of Spelling Video)!
 Task 3: I have uploaded an Antonyms Crossword for you to have a go at too (on
page 3 and 4 of the spelling video).
 These 2 tasks are also on the remote learning page of the website as Y6 Day 37
English Resource
Maths
Today you need Y6 Day 37 Maths Resource. It’s on the Remote Learning page of the
website (for printing) and uploaded to Seesaw.
Mental Starter
 Maggots! Follow the link below (I have left the link on Seesaw too for ease of
access!). Can you answer all the questions before maggots infest the screen?!
 https://www.transum.org/software/SW/Starter_of_the_day/starter_February28.asp?ver=stu
Main Lesson – Conversion of Measure – final problem solving task
 Watch today’s Maths Video on Seesaw where I will recap what we have learned
and remind you of how to complete today’s task.
 Y6 Day 37 Maths Resource - Are You Up For The Challenge? Add an answer to
this to the comments of today’s Maths Video.
 Y6 Day 37 Maths Resource - Find My Neighbour.
Greater Depth Challenge – Can you find the answer for every total and difference?
Plus, there is one extra star challenge on today’s sheet for you to think about!
Art

Given that quite a few of you like your art, I thought we’d do a nice little art
activity for this last day of remote learning.

You are going to be creating ‘Worm Tunnels’ – optical illusion art. This can be
quite time-consuming, but also quite relaxing and leaves you with a cool effect at
the end.

You will need a dark pen or pencil, a piece of blank paper (I tend to cut an A4
sheet in half when I do this, otherwise it takes a while!!) and some colouring
pencils. Oh…and some patience and determination!

Watch today’s Art Video on Seesaw. There will be a link to a YouTube clip
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=B8K4HXdHREA and some examples of what
it should look like!

Have fun! I look forward to seeing what you create.
PE
 See today’s PE Video link on Seesaw. Mr Hodgkinson has provided another
great fitness video for you, which includes some football skills too!
 There are 3 other challenge cards for you to have a go at as well.
Class
Spend some time today catching up on our class novel ‘Time Riders’ before you return
Novel
to school.

